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The purpose of this booklet is to 

inform CCS Latin families of the 

many opportunities available to 

them. Because of the nature of 

the material and the rate at 

which things change these days, 

it will sometimes be out of date 

and/or inaccurate. Always look to 

the original source for the most 

accurate information, which is 

usually the appropriate website. 
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You may think that the study of Latin is just about learning a language, 

memorizing endings and improving your student’s SAT vocabulary 

scores. But taking a class in Latin is merely the beginning. The CCS 

Latin program offers its students additional opportunities including: 

competing in nationwide tests, essay contests, Certamen, and 

attending state and national Junior Classical League conventions. 

Students find involvement in these activities motivating for studying 

Latin. This handbook endeavors to explain our program and provides 

information so students can plan to take advantage of these 

opportunities.  
 

 
  

Latin is ... 

… more 
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Our Appr oach 

 Our first and second year programs use the ‘natural’ method of teaching and 
learning Latin using the Lingua Latina program created by Hans Oerberg. We utilize 
an older version of this popular textbook.  
 Our tests and workbooks have been expanded by Susan Schearer from the 
Oerberg originals to highlight grammatical exceptions and teach through carefully 
guided exercises. This is a well-developed approach, which has enabled Latin 
students to succeed on the state and national level in competitions. Beyond the first 
two years, our program adds new grammatical constructions and review old 
vocabulary using adapted and original readings from classical Roman authors. 
 
Parental involvement: 
 Because we meet for Latin instruction only one hour per week, parental 
involvement in the study of Latin is essential and required for the early Latin courses. 
This includes the 2-year and 3-year courses of Latin I, as well as Latin II and Latin III. 
A parent is required to attend class with the student so that proper assistance can 
be given at home. Parents are strongl y e ncoura ged to attend class with their Latin 
IV and Latin V students. 
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Our Lati n Class es  
 

 We offer two paths through Latin I: a three year plan for younger 

students and a two year plan for capable junior high students and high 

school students. We do not offer a class, which covers Latin I in a single 

year. Latin II, III, IV and V are each one-year courses and are worth 1 

high school credit. 

Latin 1/3, Latin 2/3 and Latin 3/3 

 This plan covers 8 chapters of Lingua Latina each year. This path is 

recommended for younger students who would benefit from the slower 

pace. The first year students study chapters 1 through 8. In Latin 2/3, the 

middle year, students will study chapters 9 through 16. And finally Latin 

3/3 completes Latin I by covering chapters 17 through 24 of Lingua 

Latina.  At the end of this sequence of classes, students will have 

completed 1 HS credit in Latin. Homework will require a minimum of 45 

min of focused Latin study daily by both the student and parent. 

Latin ½ and Latin 2/2 

 This plan has the student complete Latin I in two years. In Latin ½ 

students study Chapters 1 through 12 of Lingua Latina. Latin 2/2 

completes Latin 1 and covers Chapters 13 through 24. Each course 

equals ½ a high school credit. We recommend this level for students 

who are at least 11 years old and who are strong readers and are ready 

to develop serious study skills. This path is also recommended for high 

school students. Homework will require a minimum of 1 hour of focused 

Latin study every day by both the student and parent. 

Latin II 

 The first semester of Latin II continues with chapters 25 through 30 in 

Lingua Latina. During the second semester, students meet most of the 

grammatical concepts which they have already learned by reading the 

story of Jason and Medea, written completely in Latin and accompanied 

by related grammar lessons and workbook activities. 

 

Latin III 

This course centers on the study of Latin literature, primarily excerpts surveying 

Roman history from its beginnings through the fall of the Empire.  The Latin text is 

primarily taken from authors Eutropius and (abridged accounts from) Livy, but also 

includes selections from more modern curricula Latin writers.  To allow the 

students to place the Latin writings in context and to give a fuller picture of Roman 

history, each unit also includes short English readings from definitive texts, color 

images of the art and architecture of Rome with short explanations in the 

workbook, and links to educational videos - all of which are specially chosen 
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and designed to bring the history to life.  At the end of each of the three major time 

periods in Roman history the students are assigned a project designed not only to 

bring the history to life and give the students an opportunity to present or write on 

topics of interest, but also to help them pull back from the details and put the 

history into the overarching story of this exciting and formative time in human 

history!  Students and parents can expect that this year of Latin will largely be an 

opportunity to use all the grammar that they have already worked so hard to learn 

in Latin I & II. There is little in the way of "new grammar" but rather this course 

offers a year to really solidify all that they have learned. Students will be 

challenged to read more difficult constructions, as Latin III is designed to be an 

excellent bridge to the more challenging Latin prose and poetry studied in Latin IV 

and V.  

 

As with all CCS Latin classes at this level, a parent is required to attend class with 

the student so that proper assistance can be given at home. Homework will 

require approximately one hour of focused Latin study every day, and students will 

likely need a great deal of parental monitoring and support.  

  

N.B. If a student wishes to take the SAT Latin Subject test at the end of Latin III 

he/she will also need to enroll in the SAT Latin prep seminar to gain a brief 

introduction to poetry.  Poetry and scansion is included in the SAT test, but will 

not be studied until Latin IV.   

  

Latin IV  

The first semester of Latin IV is spent reading Latin prose and 

poetry.  This course emphasizes the literary interpretation that is 

enabled by the knowledge of grammar and forms acquired in previous 

levels of Latin.  During the second semester, students will read and 

analyze selections from the first two books of Vergil’s Aeneid to get a 

head start on AP Latin V.  At least 1 hour of focused Latin study is 

required every day. Parents are welcome, but not required, to 

attend class with their students. 

 

Latin V (Advanced Placement) 

Students will read selections from two authors' works: Virgil's Aeneid 

and Julius Caesar's Commentaries on the Gallic Wars. This course is 

designed for students who have proven their grammar and translation 

skills in Latin IV and who are eager to continue their Latin studies in 

order to enjoy reading these works of literature and to prepare for the 

Latin AP exam in May. Students should engage in diligent daily study of 

1–1.5 hours a day. Through in-class discussions and frequent essays, 
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students will learn the skills of analysis of the Latin text and continue to 

sharpen their translation skills. Parents are welcome, but not required, 

to attend class with their students.  

  

CCS Latin Faculty 

 Jennifer Albertson – Latin Teacher (jenniferalbertson6@gmail.com ) 

 Molaika Beer – Latin Teacher (Molaika@gmail.com) 

 Nancy Juday – Latin Teacher (nancy@thejudaygroup.com) 

 Suzanne Graves – Latin Testing Coordinator 

(ccstestingcoordinator@gmail.com)  

 Nancy Juday – Certamen Coordinator (nancy@thejudaygroup.com)

  

 

 

Juni or Classi cal League (J CL)  
 

 The National Junior Classical League is an organization of middle school and 

high school students. It is composed of local and state chapters and is one of 

the largest academic youth organizations in the world today. There are over 

49,000 members in approximately 1,200 chapters, located in most states and 

in several foreign countries. 

 
 The purpose of the JCL is to encourage an interest in and an appreciation of 

the language, literature, and culture of ancient Greece and Rome and to 

impart an understanding of the debt of our own culture to that of classical 

antiquity. Every CCS Latin & Greek student is automatically enrolled as a 

member of the Junior Classical League (JCL). 

 

 The NJCL offers a multitude of opportunities to enrich students’ learning and 

appreciation for the classics while making new friends and having fun. The 

JCL holds state and national conventions where delegates have an 

opportunity to meet others and participate in academic, creative, and graphic 

arts contests, as well as athletic competitions. 
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Virginia Sta te JCL Con vention  

 

When, Where and How Much 

 Our Virginia state convention is held on the Sunday and Monday before 

Thanksgiving in Richmond, VA. The cost to attend the state convention runs 

around $75 for delegates and $35 for chaperones. This includes one meal on 

Sunday night. A hotel room for Sunday night can be reserved through VJCL for 

approximately $125.  Check for most recent prices. 

Requirements for Participation 

 To attend the state convention with the CCS delegation, a student must either be 

enrolled in a CCS Latin course, have completed Latin V or be an active participant 

on a CCS Certamen team. Students in Latin 1/3 must wait until they are in 2/3 to 

participate in the state convention. 

 There is no minimum age or grade requirement for state convention. 

Chaperones 

 Mrs. Juday serves as our sponsor to both the national and state conventions. During 

the state convention at the Richmond Convention Center, all CCS students and 

parents stay at the Richmond Marriott or another nearby hotel.  All students must 

have a specified chaperone for the state convention. 

 
Competition Levels 

 

 Academic contests are judged by Latin level. Graphic Arts entries are judged by 

grade level; and Creative Arts contests are judged by grade level or Latin level, 

depending on the contest (e.g. Latin Oratory is by Latin level but English Oratory is 

by grade). The level of Latin in which a student may compete depends on 

whether the student is a middle school or a high school student and which Latin 

they are taking.  
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Academic Contests 
 

 Several tests, usually 3 - 4, are offered at each of three contest sessions during 

convention. Students must sign up for the tests they wish to take on their 

registration form for the convention. Each testing session lasts 1.5 hours, giving 

students an opportunity to take multiple tests at any given contest session. At state 

convention, students are limited to taking two tests per session. Most tests are 75 

questions in length except the Reading Comprehension tests, which are 50 

questions. 

 
 There are separate tests based on a student’s Latin level for Derivatives, 

Vocabulary, Latin Grammar, and Reading Comprehension. Students competing on 

many levels of Latin I take the Elementary test. But at VJCL, students in Latin 3/3 

or 2/2 enter as Level I Advanced. Students competing on Latin level II take the 

Intermediate test and students competing on Latin level III and up take the 

Advanced test for these contests. 

 The convention booklet will list which tests are offered during which contest 

session. Tests frequently include: 

 Roman Life & Customs 

 Pentathlon (Lower & Upper), 

 Reading Comprehension (Elementary, Intermediate, Advanced Prose, & 
Advanced Poetry) 

 Literature (ONLY students in Latin III or above may take this test) 

 Roman History 

 Latin Derivatives (Elementary, Intermediate, & Advanced) 

 Latin Grammar (Elementary, Intermediate, & Advanced) 

 Mythology 

 Geography of the Ancient World 

 Mottoes, Phrases, Abbreviations, & Quotations 
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Creative Arts Contests 
 

Costume Contest Dramatic Interpretation of Latin 

English Oratory Sight Latin Reading 

Latin Oratory Modern Myth 

Storytelling (only at state convention) 
 

These contests are very similar to the contests at the National Convention. Note that 

English Oratory requires that speeches be written and memorized before 

convention. Modern Myths are written and submitted one month prior to VJCL 

Convention. The definitive description of each contest and how it is scored can be 

found in the convention booklet which is available on the virginiajcl.org website 

starting in early September. Storytelling is only available at the state convention 

and is described below: 

 
Storytelling 

 This is a contest in which students compete in telling a story. Students may tell a 
story from history or legend (true or supposedly true) relying on the historical 
sources of Livy, Tacitus, Plutarch, Caesar, Suetonius, Herodotus, Thucydides, et 
al., or a mythological story based on such primary sources as Ovid or Homer or 
secondary sources such as Bullfinch or Edith Hamilton. 

 
Oratory and Dramatic Interpretation of Latin 
  

 If you plan to attend both the state and national conventions, you will be pleased to 

discover that the Latin Oratory (LO) & Dramatic Interpretation (DI) passages at 

nationals on Intermediate and Advanced Levels are exactly alike. Latin I 

passages may be longer at NJCL or different. However, be sure to verify this — 

never assume anything. 

 

Costume Contest – At home, students create a costume related to a specified character 
from either Roman History or Mythology. There are divisions for male character, 
female character and couple. A recent set of characters were Boys: Odysseus, 
Girls: Calypso and Couple: Agamemnon and Clytemnestra. Wearing their costume, 
students present a brief statement about how the costume was made and how it 
relates to the character. 

 
Dramatic Interpretation of Latin – At home, students memorize a specified Latin passage, 

which is posted on the NJCL and VJCL website.  Students use voice and movement 
to relate the story to the judges, taking on different roles in the story. For details on 
the judging criteria, consult the convention booklet. 

 
English Oratory – Prior to convention, students write an original English oratory in the style 

of a classical oration. The subject is the theme of the convention, which varies from 
year to year. The student then memorizes the speech and presents it to the judges 
at convention.  
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Latin Oratory – Students memorize and recite a passage from a classic Latin oration using oratorical 
style. 

 
Modern Myth – Prior to convention, students write an original myth to explain the existence 

of some phenomenon in nature or modern culture. Myths must be between 500 and 
1200 words. This must be written prior to convention and emailed to the address 
specified in the convention booklet.  Students are encouraged to read the convention 
booklet for more details as to requirements for this contest. 

 
 
Sight Latin Reading – Students are given a brief selection in Latin appropriate to the year of 

study completed. Contestants are then given a 10-minute period in which a 
dictionary, provided by the contestants themselves, may be used. Macrons are 
provided on the selections and students may make notes on the passage. However, 
at the conclusion of the preparation period, the passages and dictionaries are 
collected and contestants are given an unmarked passage to use as they appear 
before the judges.  Students then read the passage aloud in Latin. 
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Graphic Arts Contests 
 

The VJCL state convention includes some categories in Graphic Arts, which are not found in 

the national convention.  For those contests that are the same at both conventions, a student 

may enter the same item for state and national convention. But the item may not be submitted 

at a given convention more than once. 

VJCL & NJCL rules are the same, but it is your responsibility to read the instructions in the 

convention booklet carefully so your hard work doesn’t get disqualified.  Descriptions of the 

categories and requirements are all available in the convention booklet on the virginiajcl.org 

website. 

The Impromptu art contest is the only graphics art contest where the art is made at 

convention. Participants are challenged to create a piece of art based on a classical theme, 

which will be provided at the time of the contest.  Materials for this project are provided on site. 

There are usually two sessions and space is limited. Students pick up coupons during 

registration for creative arts contests. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Categories for VJCL Graphic Arts 

Art: Charcoal Mosaic Tree Ornament* 

Art: Felt pens* 
Greeting Card Photography: 

Traditional 

 
Art: Ink 

 
Cartoon 

Photography: 

Computer 

Enhanced 

Art: Oil or Acrylic Chart Photographic Group 

* 
Art: Pastel or 

Chalk 

Doll Poster 

Art: Black Pencil Game Pottery 

Art: Colored 

Pencil 

Classical 

Jewelry 

Illustrated 

Quotation 

Art: Watercolor Map Sculpture 

Art: Other Media Large Model Textile 

Illustrated 

Children’s Book* 

Small Model Other Textile 

Scrapbooks School T-Shirt 
*These contests are 
only offered at the state 
convention 
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NJCL Convention 

 

 The national convention lasts approximately 6 days and occurs in late July and/or 

early August. It is held at a college campus. The cost to attend the convention runs 

around $550 per person, which includes accommodation in the dorm and meals for 

the week. Chaperones as well as students pay the $550 convention fee. CCS offers 

a limited number of scholarships to help defray the cost; contact Mrs. Juday for 

further information.  Transportation to the convention site is not included, so this 

additional expense should be considered before registering. 

Requirements for Participation 

 To attend the national convention with the Virginia delegation a student must be 

enrolled in a CCS Latin course or have completed Latin V or be an active 

participant on a CCS Certamen team. Students in Latin 1/3 must wait until they are 

in 2/3 to participate. In addition, a student must be age 12 by July 1. 

 Note that in addition to registering with NJCL, you must also register with the 

Virginia Delegation for the national convention. Virginia historically has a very large, 

active, and enthusiastic delegation.  It is through registering with VJCL that you will 

pay for your spirit t-shirts and props, as well as be eligible for any ‘multi-year’ 

awards they might be handing out. 

 The National JCL Convention includes academic, olympika, creative arts and 

graphic arts competitions, which are described below; however convention is much 

more than just these competitions.  It includes state spirit competitions (which involve 

wild cheering, creative props, enthusiastic clapping and very tired arms), informative 

lectures given by local experts in the classics (“discamus” sessions), general 

assemblies, goofy roll call skits, ‘That’s Entertainment’ (a student talent show — any 

delegate may audition), dances, elections, a Roman procession and even—if you 

can believe it—more! 

                

Chaperones 

Mrs. Juday serves as our sponsor to both the national and state conventions; 

however, students must have a same sex adult chaperone on campus during the 

national convention. When a mom accompanies her son she needs to secure a 

male chaperone for her son while in the dorm.  Sometimes a CCS dad 

accompanies the group and serves that purpose. The mom is responsible for the 

actual ’chaperoning’ of the son during the day. This, however, must be arranged 

before submitting your packet request. This would be the same—but in reverse—

for a daughter being accompanied by her dad to the national convention. Students 

and chaperones stay in dorms on campus and eat in the student dining halls. All 

chaperones will be required to work as judges, proctors, dance chaperones, timers, 
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etc. for some events during the convention.  

 
 

Competition Levels 

 Academic contests are judged by Latin level, Graphic Arts entries are judged by 

grade level, and Creative Arts contests are judged by grade level or Latin level 

depending on the contest (e.g. Latin Oratory is by Latin level but English Oratory is 

by grade). There are six divisions for Latin level: Levels ½, I, II, III, IV and V+. Each 

student must take tests on the level of Latin just completed. A Level ½ student is 

one enrolled in a program in which it takes two years or more to complete Latin I. 

Therefore, CCS students who have just completed CCS Latin 1/2 or CCS Latin 2/3 

are both eligible to compete on Level ½ since they have not yet completed Latin I. 

CCS Latin 3/3 and CCS Latin 2/2 students compete on Level I. There is no 

distinction between middle school and high school students at the national 

convention. 
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Aca demic Contests  

 

 Several tests, usually 4, are offered at each contest session during convention.  

Students must sign up for the tests they wish to take on their registration form for the 

convention. Each testing session is 2 hours, giving students an opportunity to take 

multiple tests at any given contest session. Most tests are 75-100 questions in 

length except the Reading Comprehension tests, which consist of 50 questions. 

 
 At the NJCL conventions the individual tests available tend to be: 

 Greek Derivatives 

 Hellenic History 

 Greek Life and Literature 

 Latin Grammar 

 Mottoes, Abbreviations and Quotations 

 Latin Derivatives 

 Roman History 

 Latin Vocabulary 

 Reading Comprehension (Latin ½, Latin I, Latin II) 

 Reading Comprehension Advanced Prose (Levels III, 

IV, V and VI 

 Reading Comprehension Advanced Poetry (Levels III, 

IV, V and VI) 

 Roman Life 

 Mythology 

 Latin Literature 

 Heptathlon 

 Ancient Geography 

 Classical Art 

 Decathlon 

 Sometimes an additional test is available on a trial basis. 

 
 Note that some tests are different for different Latin levels (e.g., Reading 

Comprehension, Latin Grammar) while for others, all delegates take the same test 

(e.g., Mythology) but compete only against delegates within their Latin level. 
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Crea tive Arts Contest s  

Costume Contest Dramatic Interpretation of Latin 
English Oratory Essay 
Latin Oratory Modern Myth 
Sight Latin Reading Slogan 

 
 Some of these contests are by Latin level (Latin Oratory), and others are by grade 

level (Essay), and still others are broken into Senior and Junior levels, meaning 
grades 7-9 and 10-12, respectively (Costume). For details on how the individual 
contests are scored, please read the white convention booklet which is available on 
the NJCL website at NJCL.org 

 
 Costume Contest – At home, students create a costume related to a specified 

character from either Roman History or Mythology. There are divisions for male 
character, female character and couple. A recent set of characters were Boys: 
Odysseus, Girls: Calypso and Couple: Agamemnon and Clytemnestra. Wearing 
their costume, students present a brief statement about how the costume was 
made and how it relates to the character. 

 
 Dramatic Interpretation of Latin – At home, students memorize a specified Latin 

passage, which is posted on the NJCL website.  Students use voice and movement 
to relate the story to the judges, taking on different roles in the story. For details on 
the judging criteria, consult the convention booklet. 

 
 English Oratory – Prior to convention, students write an original English oratory in 

the style of a classical oration. The subject is the theme of the convention, which 
varies from year to year. The student then memorizes the speech and presents it to 
the judges at convention.  

 
 Essay – No prior preparation is necessary for this contest.  Participants examine translated 

passages of Latin authors and/or images of classical importance regarding a major aspect of 
Roman civilization.  Each student then writes an expository essay based on a given thesis 
statement. 

 
 Latin Oratory – Students memorize and recite a passage from a classic Latin 

oration using oratorical style. 
 
 Modern Myth – Prior to convention, students write an original myth to explain the 

existence of some phenomenon in nature or modern culture. Myths must be 
between 500 and 1200 words. This must be written prior to convention and emailed 
to the address specified in the convention booklet.  Students are encouraged to read 
the convention booklet for more details as to requirements for this contest. 
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 Sight Latin Reading – Students are given a brief selection in Latin appropriate to 
the year of study completed. Contestants are then given a 10-minute period in 
which a dictionary, provided by the contestants themselves, may be used. Macrons 
are provided on the selections and students may make notes on the passage. 
However, at the conclusion of the preparation period, the passages and dictionaries 
are collected and contestants are given an unmarked passage to use as they 
appear before the judges.  Students then read the passage aloud in Latin. 

 
  
 
 Gra phic Arts Contest s  

 

 All Graphic Arts contests, except for impromptu art, are completed prior to 
convention and transported to the convention by the student. Details as to 
requirements, sizes, media allowed, etc., are clearly described in the white 
convention booklet and must be followed or students risk their projects being 
disqualified. 

 
 Graphic Arts are judged in four divisions: Grades 7-9. Grade 10, Grade 11 and 

Grade 12.  Divisions may be combined if there are too few entries. 
 

Graphic Arts Competitions for NJCL Convention 

Cartoons Chalk or Pastel Large Models 

Greeting Cards Charcoal Mosaics 

Charts Colored Ink Other Textiles 

Illustrated Quotes Colored Pencil Pottery 

Maps (drawn) Mixed Media Small Models 

Maps Watercolor Sculpture 

Posters Decorative 

Stitching 

Multimedia 

Acrylic or Oil Dolls Scrapbook  

Black Ink Games Photography (computer 

enhanced) 

Black Pencil Jewelry Photography 
(traditional) 

Impromptu Art State T-Shirt 
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 For the Scrapbook contest at the national convention, scrapbooks may be digital or 

traditional and may be either on the state or local level. If you are interested in 

creating a scrapbook for the Classical Cottage School, please let Mrs. Juday know 

and read the requirements in the convention booklet carefully. 

 
 The Impromptu Art contest is the only graphics art contest where the art is made 

at convention. Participants are challenged to create a piece of art based on a 

classical theme, which will be provided at the time of the contest.  Materials for this 

project are provided on site. 

 
Olympika & Ludi 

 
 Olympika events traditionally include swimming, track & field and the marathon. 

Some events are individual and some are team (relays). The events offered may 
be limited by the facilities available at the campus. The marathon is not a 26.2 mile 
run but rather somewhere around a mile. Students register for these events at 
convention. 

 
 Ludi events are team events like volleyball, basketball, soccer and ultimate 

Frisbee. Virginia will try to field full teams for these events but frequently teams are 
put together from individuals from different states.  Pay attention during fellowship 
when a request for players will be announced. 

 
 Ludi chess is an individual event and players must provide their own playing 

equipment. 
 

Competitive Certamen 
 

 Certamen is played at the National Convention and Virginia fields competitive 
teams on each level. At National Convention, certamen is played on three levels: 
novice, intermediate and advanced. Players in Latin Levels 2/3, 3/3. 1/2 and 2/2 
may try out for the novice team. Latin II students should try out for the intermediate 
team and Latin III and above should try out for the advanced level team. Tryouts for 
the teams are in early June at an appointed Virginia high school. 

 
 Students who wish to engage in friendly Certamen competition should try Open 

Certamen.  Registration occurs at convention. Teams are made up of members 
from different states. There is an orientation meeting, which you must attend in 
order to compete. 
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CCS Certamen 
 

 Certamen is a competitive quiz-bowl-type contest with classical questions on Latin 

grammar, Roman History, Greek and Roman Mythology, and Roman Life and 

Literature. CCS fields several Certamen teams each year to compete in local 

certamina. These matches are held about once a month from October through April 

on Saturday mornings until about 3pm. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

These playing levels may be subdivided into 
Open (Non-Competitive) and Competitive 
Divisions unless the small numbers of teams 
makes that impossible.  

 
Structure of a Certamen Match 

 Which teams CCS fields depends on 

which Latin classes are being offered 

in a given year. A student may play 

‘up’ but never ‘down’. 

Certamen teams are assigned coaches 

and practices are held after school 

each Thursday for one hour. 

 

 

 

 

 Teams arriving at the school wait in a central location until all teams arrive and 
everyone has their pitting letter.  Your pitting letter will determine what teams you 
will play in each round and what room you will compete in. The captain is usually 
the team member who picks up the pitting letter for the team. Wait for any 
announcements and for the teams to be dismissed to their rooms. 

 A match consists of 3 rounds of 20 toss-up questions with a bonus question offered 
to the team answering each toss-up correctly. Each toss-up is worth 10 points and 
each bonus question is worth 5. For toss-ups—team members may not talk (confer) 
with one another; however, for the bonus questions, team members may quietly 
discuss the question and then the captain of the team decides which answer to give. 

 
 Captains should be sure to allow all teammates to weigh in on the bonus questions.  

Rounds may end at different times, so at the completion of your round you may 
need to wait in the hall quietly while the room you are scheduled for finishes up. 
Please whisper and refrain from peeking into the room since this is distracting to 
the players completing their round. 

Latin Class Certamen 

Playing Level 

Latin 1/2 or 2/3  

Latin 2/2 or 3/3 

Level I / Novice 

Latin II Level II / 
Intermediate 

Latin III, Latin IV 
and Latin V 

Advanced 
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 After the first three preliminary rounds, teams return to a central location and await 

the posting of the results. Awards are given out for teams not in the top three. 
Teams with the top three scores from each level then compete in a final round of 20 
toss-ups with two bonus questions per toss-up. Trophies are handed out at the end 
of the final round. Final rounds are usually played on both the Open and Competitive 
levels.  

 Some schools provide snacks or even sell pizza or other food during the break 
after preliminaries. You are encouraged to bring a lunch and drinks because 
schools vary as to what is offered, if anything. 

Parents 

 Parents of Level One Advanced and higher may be asked to serve as a volunteer, 
perhaps to keep score or to spot. Please be prepared to help out should the need 
arise. 

  
 Parents may accompany their students to the Certamen rounds although 

sometimes seating is limited. Parents should never correct a moderator. It is 
acceptable for someone to keep track of which students are answering questions 
as this can be helpful in determining who will play in later rounds. Recognize that it 
may be difficult for your student when they think they didn’t do well, or when they 
just fell short of finals. Please be encouraging and consoling if needed but never 
complaining about moderators, spotters, questions or other teams. 

 
 

Question Challenge 

 It is a rare occurrence, but sometimes the moderator’s answer may not be the only 
correct answer.  If you have been denied points and you feel that it was a problem 
with the question and that your answer was correct, the captain of your team may 
‘challenge’ the question. The captain should raise his/her hand and mention to the 
moderator that he/she wishes to challenge the question and why. The moderator 
will then forward the challenge to someone in authority and the score for that 
question will be circled by the scorekeeper. The final score will be determined when 
the ‘challenge’ has been resolved. The team captain should do the challenge 
graciously and it should be done immediately after the question being challenged 
has been completed. 
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Sportsmanship Expectations for all CCS Certamen Players 

 Certamen is fun! We all know that -- but certamen is more than an academic 
contest: it’s a chance to learn how to have fun and conduct yourself with grace while 
working hard. 

 Certamen players and parents represent our school. It is important that we hold 
high standards for student and parent attitudes and behaviors. Our goal is to play 
certamen in such a way that it brings out the best in our players and others. 

Toward other teams: 

 Never leave a round without congratulating the opposing team players by 
shaking hands and saying, “Nice job” or something similar. Look them in the 
eyes and mean what you say. 

 Respect the fact that those we’re playing are almost all high school students. 
This means that Level I students just began study of Latin and Roman 
culture/history in September of this year. 

 Do not celebrate in public or say anything about any teams or moderators. It 
creates hurt feelings and ill will. Competition is only truly enjoyable when we 
conduct ourselves with humility. 

 You’ll eventually come to truly appreciate good competition and to be 
comfortable with that fact that you’ll not win every time. 

 Don’t be surprised if you become good friends with some of your opponents! 
 

Toward your teammates and schoolmates: 

 NEVER tease anyone about how many questions he answered or what 
place his team finished. 

 Behave respectfully toward all your team members -- without respect, it’s 
impossible to work together as a team. 

 Do not argue during bonus questions; rather, discuss your differences quietly 
and let the captain choose which answer to give. The captain is the final 
judge. 

 Do not say such things as “You got my question” or “Let me answer” or “I 
knew that” -- if you didn’t get the question, learn to be graceful about it and 
move on. 

 Toss-ups are simply for the fastest correct answers. The only time there is no 
pressure for time is when you’re doing bonus questions or when, in a toss-up 
question, the other two teams have answered incorrectly. 
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 Some players have faster reflexes than others; having other players who can 
help during bonuses is important for making the highest score possible. Like 
players who pass a ball to teammates, if the team works together and values 
each player for what he can contribute, they’ll have the most fun and do their 
best. 

 Do encourage each other to study. Sometimes students will try to sound cool 
by saying they’re not studying. Not studying means not helping the team; 
exhibiting such an attitude could lead to temporary removal from the team. 

 We all have bad days; however, it’s not fair to team members to bring a bad 
attitude to a meet. If a student is having an attitude problem, he may be 
asked to sit out a round or the rest of the meet -- even if that leaves the team 
with only 3 players. 

 If you realize that you’ve said something thoughtless to another player, be 
sure to apologize. 

 
Toward yourself: 

 Regular brief study will make all the difference in what you can learn. If you 
study 15 minutes daily, you will find yourself making real progress. 

 Even if another player is studying the same area that you are studying, if you 
persist in regular study, you will do well and you will contribute meaningfully 
to the team. 

 If players opt not to study because someone else seems to be getting the 
toss-ups, they will fall behind and it will become more difficult to contribute. 

 Participating in Certamen should never interfere in your regular schoolwork. 
This is an extracurricular activity and should be treated as such. Not handing 
in classwork because of time spent in Certamen study is not acceptable. 

 

 

Classical Tes ts and Writin g Contes ts  
 

 The following list of tests and writing/essay contests may be offered each year.  

There is a small fee ($2 - $5) for each test. The syllabus for some exams and the 

topics for the essays vary from year to year. You can find out the details by going to 

the appropriate website. Registration for all competitions takes place twice each 

year directly through the CCS Website: in late September for the Fall Contests and 

in early December for the Spring Contests. All Latin students and parents are 

notified of this registration. Upcoming test dates appear in the weekly 

announcements.  Some of the tests are administered at CCS on a Thursday during 

lunchtime, and some are taken online at home.   
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Tests  

 
Classical Literacy Exam - CLE 
 This exam is a great exam for students to attempt first. There are 50 Fill in the Blank 

questions taken directly from a list of Classical terms any educated person should know.  
Any student grades 3-12 may take this test.  This test is offered usually in February on a 
non-Thursday.  

 http://www.classicalexams.org/classical-literacy-exam/list-of-terms 
 
Classical Scholars Exam - CSE 
 This exam is a bit more difficult than the CLE. There are 50 Fill in the Blank questions, with 

24 taken directly from a list of Classical terms any educated person should know and the 
remaining terms not on the list.  Any student grades 6-12 may take this test. This test is 
offered usually in February on a non-Thursday following the CLE.  Students may take both 
exams. 

 http://www.classicalexams.org/classical-literacy-exam/list-of-terms 
 
NJCL Roman Civilization Exam - NRCE 
 This is an online test, which is administered in your home via the internet, usually in 

February or March. There are 50 multiple- choice questions on Roman History and Culture. 
Any student on any grade level may take this test. Awards are given on three levels: Grade 
8 and lower; Grades 9-10 and Grades 11-12.     

 
 

NJCL National Classical Etymology Exam - NCEE 
 This is an online test, which is administered in your home via the internet usually in 

November or December. There are 50 multiple-choice questions on English vocabulary 

words, derived from Latin and Greek, with emphasis on academic and SAT vocabulary.  

Any student on any grade level may take this test.  Awards will be divided into two divisions 

of three levels each. Students will first be divided into two divisions: those who have taken 

Latin or Greek in school and those who have not. Each of these divisions will then be 

separated into Novice (all grades through 8), Intermediate (9 & 10) and Advanced (11&12). 

 ww w. njcl. org/ pages/ on-li ne -t ests-ncee 
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CAMWS Latin Translation Exam - LTE 

 This test is for students in Latin II and beyond and is offered at CCS on a non- Thursday.  

This test has 2 Levels: 

 Intermediate – Latin II or III – for students w/basic Latin Grammar knowledge, who’ve 

translated primarily adapted Latin passages 

 Advanced – Latin III and beyond 

  
 
National Latin Exam - NLE 
 This test is administered during lunchtime at CCS, usually in March. It contains 40 

multiple-choice questions, 25 on the Latin language and 15 on mythology, history 

and Roman life. This test is not recommended for students in Latin 1/3. Students in 

Latin 2/3 and Latin ½ will receive a packet in January about grammar which they 

will not have met by the time of the exam and which they must study in order to take 

the exam. 

  htt p://www.nle.org/syllabi.html  
 

National Mythology Exam - NME 
 This test is administered during lunchtime at CCS, usually in February. It contains 

several different subtests with different requirements for different grade levels. See 

the website below for the details.  Students in any grade may take the test, but 

students in grades 10 – 12 receive recognition ONLY for a perfect score. 

  www.etclassics.org/pages/the-national-mythology-exam  

 

Medusa Mythology Exam - MME 
 This test is administered during lunchtime at CCS, usually in December. It contains 

40 multiple-choice questions on a specific mythology topic. Students in grades 6-12 

may take this test; students must be 11 or older. It is a wickedly hard test and a 

student must commit to studying before registering. Resources: 

  htt p://www.medusaexam.org/Home/study-guide---syllabus/st udy- 
 guide-syllabus-2  

 

National Latin Vocabulary Exam - NLVE 
 This test is administered in your home via the internet usually in February.  It 

contains 70 multiple-choice questions on Latin Vocabulary. Students in Latin ½ 

through POST AP may take this test; Topics and study resources are available at 

the website: 

 http://www.njcl.org/pages/on-line-tests-nlve-preparation 
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National Greek Exam - NGE 
 This test is given in March and offered to students enrolled in Greek ½ and up.   Students 

may not cross levels in Attic Greek (e.g. take both beginning and intermediate Attic, but 
instead may take an Attic and non-Attic Exam; e.g. Intermediate Attic and Odyssey).  Three 
levels: 
 Introduction to Greek and Beginning Attic Exams (cannot be repeated) 
 Intermediate Attic, Homeric Greek, Attic-Greek Tragedy (any students-cannot be 

repeated) 
 Attic Greek – Prose (Any student, may be repeated two years in a row) 

 https://www.aclclassics.org/pages/nge-syllabi 
 

CAV Latin Tournament Exam 
 This test is given by invitation only to select CCS students at a time and place TBD (Usually 

mid-March). The exams are designed to test the student's mastery of the Latin language 

and, in the case of the upper level exams, some basic literary matter at that particular level 

of study. Exams will consist of questions on vocabulary, forms, syntax, (where appropriate) 

rhetorical and poetic devices, and reading passages for translation to show active and 

accurate comprehension. Each exam will include 75 multiple-choice questions and a 25-

point Latin passage for translation into English.  CCS students have called this test “the 

hardest Latin test they have ever taken” but usually score among the top test-takers. 

Awards are only given for 1st – 3rd place at each level among all test takers with honorable 

mentions given for other outstanding performances. 

 Essa y and Creative Writing Contests  
 

Classical Association of Virginia Classical Essay Contest 
 This contest is due in February. Stories are written in English and are a maximum of 

1000 words. Topics vary by Latin level and can be found for the current year at the 

website below. A bibliography is required. 

  www.cavclassics.org/contests.htm#essay  

 

Classical Association of Virginia Latin Essay Contest 
 This contest is due in March. Stories are written in Latin on given topics and range 

from 100 to 300 words, depending on grade level. More detailed information can be 

found at the website below. Scroll down beneath the Classical Essay information. 

  www.cavclassics.org/contests.htm#essay  
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Lati n Resource s  
 

Cultural Enrichment 
 

 Once a month, our fifth period classes and first period Omnibus class are not held to 

provide time for a Cultural Enrichment presentation. This occurs during 5th Hour on 

NON-Omnibus days. In these presentations, students may learn about ancient 

Greek and Roman Life, mythology, art and literature and may even have a chance 

to participate in Olympika days.  All students and parents are invited and 

encouraged to attend. 

 

Important Websites: 
www.virginiajcl.org  
www.njcl.org 
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Study Aids 

 
 Through the years, families have developed study aids for use with the introductory Latin 

classes that may be helpful for students. These are accessible via the CCS Website by 
clicking on the Classical Languages tab, then ‘Study Aides’. You can also print out the prayers 
and the Memory Period slides to have them in front of you while you watch. 

Videos Available on CCS Website:  
 (Classical Languages->Latin Study Aids->Memory Period & Prayers) 

 CCS Latin Lang uag e Memory Period:  This is a recording of a Memory Period session.  This is 

a great way to have your students review when not at CCS, and particularly for those 

just beginning Latin. 

  CCS Latin Ending s by Mrs. Schearer : Memory Period a little too fast? Not sure about the 

pronunciation of that ending? Just listen to this video of Mrs. Schearer reading the 

Memory Period slides with an emphasis on pronunciation. 

Vocabulary Study Aids 

 Study Stacks and other various study aids can be found under the Classical Languages tab at 

the CCS website. 

 

National Lati n Honor Society 
  
 Students in CCS Latin classes 2/2, 3/3 and up with a grade of 92 calculated on April 1 of the 

school year, by the Latin teacher, are eligible for the National Latin Honor Society.  Outstanding 
2/3 Students, with awards on extra Classical tests or high scores on VJCL Convention tests 
may be eligible for NLHS at the discretion of the Latin teacher.  Students in Latin 1/2 and 1/3 
are not eligible for NLHS.  NLHS awards will be presented at the Latin Awards event in May 
each year.   

 

Latin Awards 

 Students participating in Classical Tests and Writing contests often earn certificates, ribbons, 

medals and sometimes cash awards.  The various contests and organizations send these 

awards in late April to early May to the Latin sponsor.  After consolidating and recording them, 

the students will receive their awards at the Latin Awards event in May each year.  This event 

is typically on the second to last school day of the year, during the lunch hour.  All CCS parents 

and students are encouraged to attend the Latin Awards ceremony. 
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“FOR  THE  SOLE  TRUE  

END  OF EDUCATION  

IS  SIMPLY  THIS: TO 

TEACH  MEN  HOW  TO  

LEARN  FOR 

THEMSELVES; AND  

WHATEVER 

INSTRUCTION  FAILS  

TO  DO  THIS  IS EFFORT  

SPENT  IN  VAIN.” 

 

- DOROTHY  SAYERS 


